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Introduction

In their book Starting an Etsy Business for Dummies, Allison Strine and Kate Shoup (2011) outline strategies for aspiring Etsy sellers to “channel their passion for their craft into their life’s work” (p. 1). Strine and Shoup’s book isn’t the only guide for Etsy sellers; there are multiple books, blog posts, and even a course at UT Austin dedicated to this topic. These how-to guides, and the platform itself, position Etsy as a site to leverage the skills associated with domestic femininities into capital and community. Additionally, they romanticize working as a seller on Etsy by framing it as a type of liberatory independence: independence from bosses, from scheduling, from the demands of office culture. This project is interested in questions about gender, race, labor, and platforms and seeks to examine how Etsy articulates new formations of raced and gendered labor directly tied to The Great Recession.

Scholars have analyzed Etsy’s relationship to historic craft movements (Krugh 2014; Luckman 2013) and to fan handicrafting (Cherry 2016); however, there is still relatively little published research on Etsy. Adding to this growing body of scholarship, I foreground the ways in which whiteness and gender are co-constitutive on the platform. I situate Etsy within the literature on postfeminism and media culture (Gill 2007; McRobbie 2004), gender and passionate work (Duffy 2016; Duffy 2017; McRobbie 2018), and race and digital hustle economies (McMillan Cottom 2020). I analyze products sold on Etsy that rhetorically engage gendered labor dynamics and precarity through the language of hustling or entrepreneurship.

While the organizing logics of postfeminism and neoliberalism underpin the platform, I position Etsy and the products I examine as examples of what Diane Negra and Yvonne Tasker (2014) term “recessionary popular culture” (p. 6). In line with, but also distinct from postfeminist media culture, these “recessionary images of female resourcefulness have proliferated in forms that seek to retain traditionalist femininity under conditions of financial exigency” (p. 7). Etsy produces and circulates discourses about hustling and

entrepreneurship that offer a distinctly racialized and gendered response to enhanced precarity centering middle-class, white femininities.

**Methods**

This project utilizes a cultural studies framing and relies on critical discourse and textual analysis. I use these methodologies to examine how the language printed on products, which include mostly screen-printed shirts, mugs, and wall art, promotes individual solutions to economic insecurity (see Figure 1 and 2). Additionally, I assess the following factors: product description, use of models, photo staging, color, and text fonts to make sense of how these products signal a particular raced and gendered subject.

Etsy allows users to select their region, language, and currency, and I elected to use the platform in English as someone in The U.S. with the U.S. dollar. Using Etsy’s native search function, I searched for products containing the word “hustle” and its variations “hustler” and “hustling,” as well as products that gender being a boss including “girl boss,” “boss lady,” “boss bitch,” and “boss babe.” Each of these terms yielded between 30,000 and 40,000 results with the exception of “girl boss” (greater than 65,000) and “boss bitch” (between 3,000 and 4,000). Due to the high volume of results, I looked at the first three pages each search term yielded and categorized the results by common threads.

**Findings**

I focus on three main threads I found in my analysis: 1) White women on the platform have co-opted Black vernacular to address how economic insecurity has pushed previously economically stable groups into gig labor 2) These products romanticize precarity by positioning feminized grit and individualized solutions to macro economic hurdles as female empowerment 3) The products discursively frame entrepreneurship as aspirational, liberatory, and, most centrally, compatible with white, domestic femininities.

Hustling has always had particular classed and raced connotations. However, The effects of neoliberal economic and social policy have pushed previously economically stable groups of Americans, like middle-class, white women, into gig labor and side hustles. The products I analyze demonstrate that Etsy is changing the image of the hustler. Many of these products moved hustling away from engagements in the informal economy (e.g. “Real Estate is my Hustle” “Mother Hustler”). Further, through the use of models, color, product staging, and what Vox calls “bridesmaid font” (Brooke, 2018), these products positioned the hustler as a white woman. Lastly, these products framed hustling as a mindset, where those with enough grit could make their own success (e.g “Stay Humble Hustle Hard” “Hustle Hard Pray Harder”).

Similarly, products that gender being a boss illustrate an aspirational ethos that contends that an empowered woman is one who is her own boss. This discourse of empowerment divorces feminism from any type of coalitional politics and locates the source of women’s power in their ability to labor for individual capital accumulation and ephemeral happiness.
Conclusion

The hustling and female entrepreneurship products sold on Etsy romanticize working for yourself and the independence it offers. What these products don’t speak to is the enhanced precarity of working without formal labor protections, health care, or steady wages. The Great Recession pushed unemployment and underemployment to historic highs; the economic impact of COVID-19 quickly blew past these numbers, and the effects have been especially devastating for women. Millions have had to rely on hustling in the absence of state support. While hustling, and its new, white appearance, is celebrated on Etsy, we must be mindful of how hustling is always raced, gendered, and precarious.
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